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The existence of periodic solutions for some singularly perturbed variational 
equations is shown. The main idea is to connect the Galerkin approximation 
method with a procedure from a previous paper by the author (J. Differential Equa- 
tions 89, 1991, 203-223) to avoid the use of a hard implicit function theorem of 
Nash-Moser. 0 1992 Academic Press, inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the author [3] of this paper joined methods from [2] with a 
coincidence degree method developed by Mawhin [4]. This approach 
allowed him to show the existence of periodic slutions for 2 x2-systems 
of ordinary differential equations depending on a parameter when this 
parameter presents a small parameter for the highest derivative in the first 
equations. 
The purpose of this paper is to proceed in the direction of [37. We shall 
study couples of ordinary differential equations as in [3], i.e., the first 
equations contain a small parameter, but we consider cases when these 
couples have variational forms. This special form of our couples suggests 
the use of Galerkin approximations [ 1 ] instead of the coincidence degree 
method. We refer the reader to the papers [ 1,6] for further details of 
tinite-dimensional approximations. 
The proof of the main abstract theorem in Section 2 is essentially a 
topological degree argument for approximate problems, coupled with a 
priori estimates. For this reason our approach is very similar to a method 
developed in [3]. We utilize a variational characterization of an abstract 
problem of Section 2 also for derivation of a couple of equations having 
similar properties as in Theorem 1 of [3]. Only second equations are dif- 
ferent. While the second equation in Theorem 1 of [3] is a compact pertur- 
bation of the identity mapping, now the second equation presents a partial 
Euler-Lagrange equation. This difference has an influence also on the 
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hypotheses of these theorems and their proofs. A form of the second equa- 
tion in Theorem 1 of [3] suggested the use of standard arguments of 
Schauder, while a form of the second equation of our abstract theorem 
stimulates us to use a Galerkin approximation method. 
Note that the hypotheses of the abstract theorem of Section 2 seem to 
be complicated at the beginning. But a solid analysis of the singularly 
perturbed variational problems studied in this paper motivated the author 
to introduce them. 
Similar problems have been solved by T. Kato 173, P. Korman [S], and 
P. Rabinowitz [9]. In fact Kato’s paper also does not use the Nash-Moser 
method. 
Finally, we point out in the end of this paper (see Remark 3.2) that our 
approach can be applied to a broader class of nonlinear equations 
representing operators from a Banach space into its dual space. 
2. ABSTRACT EXISTENCE RESULTS 
In this section we form and prove. the main theorem of the paper. The 
framework and hypotheses of the theorem seem to be unmotivated and 
long. We refer the reader to Section 3 for a comparison of the abstract 
spaces and operators introduced below with concrete ones. Of course, these 
concrete spaces and operators of Section 3 are necessary to handle periodic 
singularly perturbed problems. A thorough investigation of periodic 
singularly pertubed variational problems has suggested we introduce the 
following hypotheses of the theorem. 
Let H,, H,, H, be Hilbert spaces with the properties 
(i) H,= H, c H, (~2 q, ) > s and H, is a Hilbert space compactly 
embedded into a Banach space X,, i.e., H, FJ3 X2. 
(ii) H, is embedded into a Hilbert space H,, s > 0, and there exists 
an orthogonal projection P,,,: H, -+ H, c H, for each natural number 
NE ~5’” such that the restriction of P,: H, + H, c H, is also orthogonal, 
dim R, < co, 8, = Im P,, and 
I(I-P,)ulodN-“~l4, 
lP,ul,d NrpY. lulq 
for each v E u R, and / .I, is the corresponding norm on H,. 
Let X be a Hilbert space. Now we consider the continuous family of poten- 
tials 
f,: H,xXcH,xX+R, .f6=h(u, 01, &Et-h 4 
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which is C2-smooth on H, x X and we put 
i.e., 
where ( ., . )I, ( ., . ) are inner products on Hi, X, respectively, corresponding 
to 1.1,’ 1.1. 
We suppose for each E E ( - 6,6) 
(i) A,: H,xX+H,, T,: H,xX+X. 
(ii) (A,(u, u), Ju), > 4l4,), I&(u, uNs G 4l4,) for each MO 6 1, 
u~UA~,u~~,whereJ:H,~H,,, H,,isaBanachspaceH,,cH,,Jisa 
linear mapping satisfying J(n,) c R,, J/R, -+ R, is an invertible map- 
ping for ail NEJ~~, and a: R, +R, R, = (0, co) is a mapping such that 
a(K) > 0 for some K> 0. Furthermore 0 # Sz c X is a bounded open 
subset, d: R, + R, is nondecreasing, and MP”.d(M’PY)+O as M-+ co. 
(iii) (A,(u, u), Ju),>b(luj,) for each lulOd 1, UEU iii,, ~~52, where 
h: R, + R is a mapping such that 6(1)>0. 
(iv) The mappings A,, T, : X2 x X,, -+ H,, X respectively are well- 
defined, A, is continuous, T, is weakly continuous, i.e., (u,, 0,) + (u, u) in 
X2 x X0 implies that T, (u,, u,) tends weakly to T, (u, u) in X, where X0, X2 
are Banach spaces satisfying X33 X,, (see the assumption (i)). 
(v) A,(u, u) =Lu, T,(u, u)= T(u), where L(R,)c Is,, L/n,,, is a 
linear isomorphism for each NE M. 
(vi) There is a sequence {X,) F of subspaces X, c X such 
that dimX,<m, X=lJX,, X,cX,+,, and T,,,/W,x&2,#0, 
Q,=X,nQ#@, W,=R,n W, W= (uEH,, lul,,<l, IuI~<K} for 
each N, where we put that T,, ,,, = QN T, and QN: X + X, are orthogonal 
projections. 
(vii) Since by (vi), T0,N/&2N # 0 we can define the Brouwer degree 
h(fo/X,, Sz,) for each N and we assume that for each N it holds 
h(fdX,, Q,) ZO. We put deg(To.N7 0, QN) = h(fJX,, Q,).) 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the above assumptions the equation 
A,(% u)=O, T,(u, u)=O 
has a solution in X2 x X0 for each E E ( -6,d). 
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Proof. The proof is very similar to a proof of Theorem 1 of [3]. 
We shall solve 
in W, x Q,. Since the projections P, are orthogonal we have 
(P,A,:(k U)? Ju),344,) 
(PNA,(% ~),J~h~W40) 
for (u, u) E W, x 52,. We know 
a(w,~a,)=aw,~a,+ w,xasz,, 
dW,= {ueRN, (u(~= 1 or (u(~=K), 
Tc,N(% 0) +o for (u, 0) E W, x X2,. 
Hence for each E E ( - 6,6) we have the potential on RN x X, c H, x X, 
such that 
(i) grad&,= (PNA,, TE,N) 
(ii) gradf,,,#O on a( W, x 52,). 
Thus we can define the Brouwer degree h(f,,,, W, xQ,) for each 
E E ( -6,6) and this degree is constant for each E E ( -6,6). On the other 
hand, P,A,=L, TO,N=QNr Thus for each EE(-&6) 
h(fe.a W, x Q/v) = N&m W,v x a,) = kh(fo/X,, a,) f 0, 
since L/R, is an invertible linear mapping. 
Summing up we have a solution (u,, u,,,) of the equation 
for each EE(-6,25), NEJV”. 
On the other hand, 
IAe(~iw u,v)lo = IK- Pav) Ae(~,v, u,w)Io GN-“. IAs(u,v> u,)l., 
~N-“.~(~u,J~)~N-“.~(N’-~.Ju,J,) 
<N-“.d(IVY.K). 
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Since A, c H, 33 X,, we can consider that uN -+ u in X,. Further, 
vN E Q, Q is bounded in X, and X 33 X,,. Hence we can assume vN -+ v 
in X,,. Also we have 
(Tc(uivt u,), 5) = 0 for each V E X,. 
Hence by using the hypothesis (iv) we obtain 
(TE(u, u), 4 = 0, A,(u, o)=O 
foreachCEXNandbylJX,=Xitfollowsthat TE(u,u)=O,A,(u,u)=O. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let AE(u, II) = Lu + E . F(u, u), where L: H, -+ Fy is a 
continuous linear mapping, F : H,. + H,, and for 1 UI 0 < 1, u E U H,, v E Q 
we have 
(Lu,Ju),2c+l~, (Lu,Ju),>c+l;, I.1 Y2c.l.l 4 
IJTu, u)l,y6 c. (1 + l4,L (F(u, 01, Ju),l G c, 
I(F(u, y),Ju),Gc~(l+ I@, 
UH,) = RN, L/n,,, is invertible for each NE ,Ir, r < q + s, 
where J has the same properties as in Theorem 2.1 and c presents constants. 
Then A, satisfies the hypotheses (ii) and (iii) with 
a(t) = c, + c2 . t*, c2 > 0, 
b(t) = cj. t* - c4, cj > cq > 0, 
d(t)=c,.t+c,, c5, c,>O, 
where c,, i = 1, . . . . 6, are constants for E small. 
Proof: Using the above assumptions we immediately obtain our 
assertions. 
Remark 2.3. If we can show the existence of a critical point of fE,N in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 in IV, x QN for each N, then the assertion of this 
theorem is also true. Thus the above use of the Brouwer degree is a little 
inconvenient. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
In the last part of this paper we demonstrate the use of the above 
abstract results on the potential 
*rr (x’)2 
f,=J= ( 
x2 (Y’)’ 
F 
0 
- + T + & g( t, x, x’) xn + __ 
2 2 
h. y* 
+ 2 
- +h(t, y)+c,w(t, x, y) ds, 
> 
(3.1) 
where g, h, u’ E C” are 2rc-periodic in t, dim x = dim y = 1. 
We introduce [S] for rnE A’“, r~Nu {0}, 
Hy = u : R + R”, u is 2rc-periodic, 
I+= j~*(i~(z)~7flD~U(t)12)dt<m 
where D = d/dt = ‘. Now P, represents the Fourier truncation operators. 
We put 
C; = (u: R -+ R”, u is 2rc-periodic C-smooth and Ilull; is the usual norm}. 
We apply Theorem 2.1 with s=r-3, q=r-2, and HY=H:, H,=HF, 
X=H,‘, ra10, H,=HA, X,=X,=C:, H,=H,i 
LIE(X) y)= -x”+x+&. 
a 
z g(t, x, x’) . x” 
I 
a a 
7% ax, ( 
- g( t, x, x') . x" 
> 
+~(n(t,x,x~))+~)*(t,x,y) 
> 
where g=g(t,x,,x*), d;‘:H:-+H,‘, (d~~l~,u),=(~,u), for each UEH:, 
L, N : H; + Hi, (I%, u), = s: (u’ .u’ + b. U. u) ds, 
V:H;xHf+H;, ( V(x, Y), u)l = I;* L$ Mt, x, Y) . u ds. 
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Let (~Yj~?y)h(.,y)--+O as Iyl+CC and b${O, -1, -2’, -32 ,... } then it 
is clear that lilyi, 2 K, . IN( y)l, for each sufficiently large K, (i.e., K, $1) 
and Iyl,=d=d(K,). We put 
and 
X,,= iai.sini.t+bi.cosi.t,ai,b,eR 
{ 0 I 
Q= {Ye, lyl,dd lyl,bK2) for some K, 9 1. 
We consider 
.A,&, ?;I= j;‘(q x2 (Y’)’ +T+&.g(t,x,x’).x”+- 2 
b . y* 
t2+ph(t, y)+E.w(t,.x, y) 
> 
ds 
for p E (0, 1). We show the desired properties of T, from Theorem 2.1. 
We have 
grad,f,,,=A,‘(~~+p.N(y)+&.V(x, Y)). 
Let Q,, : X --+ X, be an orthogonal projection for each n E Jf. Then 
T c,.,,=grad,f,,,lX,=Q,A;‘(~y+p.N(y)+&.V(x,~)) 
But it is clear that Q, A~‘J? = A; ‘Len. Now we show that 
grad., fe,,K # 0 
for YE&S,= a($J nX,), XE W,, (see the proof of Theorem 2.1). Indeed, 
if Ar’EQ,y= -Q,JA;‘(~.N(~)+E.V(X, y))), then we can see that 
Ly= -Q,,(p.N(y)+&. V(x, y)) and I yl,$d, XE W, implies I yl,<K,= 
K,(d, W). Hence for K, $1 we have I yl 1 = d and thus for E small 
We obtain a contradiction since I Eyl 1 > 6 1 > 0 on I yI , = d. Hence 
deg( To,,, 1 y 0, a,) = deg(To,,,o, 0, Q,) 
=h(A,‘~/lX,,SZ,)#O, 
since E/X,, is invertible. Hence the assumptions (iv)-(vii) hold for T,. 
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Now we investigate the operator A,. We know that 
AE(x, y)= -x”+x+~~(g,(t,x,x’,x”) 
+ g2(4 x, x’, x”) . x”’ + W( 2, x, y)). 
Thus we have 
A,:H,xX+H,~, s=r-3 
and taking Lx = -x” + x, F(x, y) = gl( ., x, x’, x”) + W(., x, y) + 
g, ( ., x, x’, x”) . x”‘, J = L, 4 = r - 1 we can derive as in [ 31 that A, has the 
desired properties of Lemma 2.2. 
Summing up we obtain 
THEOREM 3.1. If g, h, WE C” are 2x-periodic in t, (a/dy) h( ., y) + 0 as 
1 yl + co, b 4 (0, - 1, -22, -32, . ..}. then (3.1) has a C3-smooth critical 
solution (i.e., a critical point) for each E small. 
Similarly we solve 
f&(x, y)=/;n (Q$ 2 +~+E(g(c,x,x’)~x” 
+q(t,x, y))+Y+Y 
+h(t, y)+~.wtt,x, y) 4 
> 
where g, h, w have the above properties, qE C” is 2n-periodic in t, 
b$ (0, -1, -22r, - 3*‘, . ..}. y”’ = D’y. 
Remark 3.2. The above mentioned method we can successfully apply 
when the family f, of potentials on H, x X is replaced by a suitable family 
g, of functionals on H, x X. For instance, we can consider 
+ htt, x, y) .x1) + a(t). y’ .Y; 
+b(t,y).y.y,+~.d(t,x,y).y,)dt, 
where q, h, a, b, d E C” are 2rc-periodic in t, a( .) > c > 0, b, d are bounded, 
and lim,,, _ o. b(.,y)=c,>O, dimx=dimy=l. By the same way as in 
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the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can see that for each E small there is an 
(x, y) E C: x C: such that 
&(X> Y)(Xl> Y,)=o 
for each (x,, yl)~C:xC:. 
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